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Springtime Cycling: Northern Rail Trail
By Peggy Newland

Pecco Beaufays is the “welcome wagon” for all things
“rail trail” in western New Hampshire. Get him talking and
you’ve got an afternoon of stories about the history of Boston & Maine Northern Line, the type of stone dust and
cinder ballast that “makes cycling here cushy,” the views
and highlights of a rides past historic ice houses, Shaker
bridges, revamped depots, “amazing rock walls and tunnels”
and of course, dips in various ponds and lakes.
“Bring your swimsuits for your adventure tomorrow,”
Pecco suggests to my husband and I. He shows us where to
store our bicycles in a beauty of a barn, which is decked out
in tea lights, with wide beams, a rustic-chic bar, grouped
tables and chairs---and views over rolling hills and valleys.
“This is the fanciest bike rack I’ve been to,” I say, and of
course, Pecco has more stories about weddings and parties
hosted there over the years.
“There he goes again,” Pecco’s wife, Gail, says, shaking
her head, smiling.
The Highland Lake Inn, in Andover, N.H, is center stage
for the 59-mile cycling-nirvana of the Northern Rail Trail,
and Pecco is the showhost at this historic “gentleman’s
farmhouse” across the street from a private lake beach. Our
room is European-styled, with framed paintings, feather
quilts, and a fireplace.

The ride is “cushy” as we pass Highland Lake and follow the Blackwater River, with its bogs, meadows, and pine
canopied paths. Graded, with limited elevation, this is conversation-cruising instead of adrenaline-spiked mountain
biking, smooth and root-less and wonderful.
Lunch is made-to-order sandwiches, and brownies, on
the wraparound porch of the country store. We watch
groups of cyclers rolling past, stopping for snacks, and everyone is chatting about their routes. A couple is making
the “full route” up to Lebanon for an overnight and then
returning the next day to Franklin, while a father/son duo
ride past, holding fishing rods.
“This is a hidden nook of New Hampshire,” a woman
tells us.
We continue past Mt. Pleasant into Grafton County, with small ponds, and twisting Smith River to follow.
Meadows are filled with daisy and wildflowers as we head
back to Andover, making time to jump into swimming
holes, with Highland Lake being our last cool-off. We
come back to Highland Lake Inn and Pecco has hot tea
and cookies ready for hungry cyclers. We chat with another
couple who travel to all the rail trails in the United States,
and they agree with Pecco, that Northern Rail Trail is the
“cushiest.”
We share stories on the porch until the sun sets over
the lake. Fireflies land in the fields surrounding us and it’s
another peaceful day in late spring.

We cycle over to a pub for an early dinner and call it a
night. Pressed Italian sheets and an open window make for
quick sleep.
The next morning, after a breakfast full of laughter,
homemade raisin buns fresh out of the oven, eggs, blueberries and strong coffee, we’re off with one of Pecco’s
maps. We have a plan to eat at the “halfway there” Danbury
Country Store and take in the sights of Mascoma River
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if you go
Highland Lake Inn. www.highlandlakeinn.com.
32 Maple Street. Andover, NH. 603-735-6426
Ask for the cycler’s special and get personalized routes
and maps and of course, stories.
Friends of the Northern Rail Trail. www.fnrt.org.
Over 59 miles of “cushy” cycling past lakes, streams.
Mountain views and lake swims.
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